Editorial

Recently our own dear Professor Robert E. Rogers said, "Tech men have no sense of humor. If there is any humor in Tech men, why aren't they able to put out a funny magazine occasionally — at least once in ten years?" Alas, Professor Rogers, you have fallen into that common mistake of looking to Voo Doo for Technology's sense of humor. But from the Voo Doo office, that sink of iniquity, that den of dissipation, how can anything come worthy of being looked at by a Tech professor I know this sentence construction is lousy but this isn't a theme.

The editors, reporters, office boys and girls, and even the cockroaches that occasionally inhabit the newsroom when some of those scurries leave their lunches lying around disagree with Tubby I know this sentence isn't well integrated but this isn't mathematics anyway. But we could never allow that blot on the fair name of Technology's sense of humor to go unchallenged. I know you can't challenge a blot but you know what I mean. And so, gentle readers and Tech men, we have produced Fido, opposite of Fosforus the Pussy, and therefore genuinely humorous. And if you don't think it's funny, you should have heard some of the jokes we couldn't print. Join The Tech staff and learn some real ones (Advt.). And if that doesn't make you laugh just think how funny it is for a newspaper staff to have to put out a humorous magazine to uphold the fair name of Technology. Or perhaps it's tragic. To think that — no, I forgot, this is Fido, not The Tech. But it is saddening to think that there is no sense of humor in the staff of a humorous magazine. Hell and damnation, I'm nearly crying. Liquor never did this to me before.

Editor's note: Note sub one: This may seem like a funny place — Note sub two: Oh well, this is a funny magazine — back to note sub one: this may seem like a funny place for an editor's note but this column of type needed a break here anyway — back to editor's note: Of course, that isn't the real reason we did this, we were started on it before we happened to read in The Tech that Tubby had said you know what (there's something wrong with that "you know what" but there isn't time to worry about it now because the printer has to have this in twelve minutes I know it sounds that way who cares I don't do you?) but anyway Tubby's statement fitted in so well can you blame us for using it don't try.

I can feel an awful hangover coming and I don't mean the one I'm going to get when I read this in print.
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